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Continuous improvements at X-ray imaging beamlines at synchrotron light

sources have made dynamic synchrotron X-ray micro-computed tomography

(SXR-mCT) experiments more routinely available to users, with a rapid increase

in demand given its tremendous potential in very diverse areas. In this work a

survey of five different four-dimensional SXR-mCT experiments is presented,

examining five different parameters linked to the evolution of the investigated

system, and tackling problems in different areas in earth sciences. SXR-mCT is

used to monitor the microstructural evolution of the investigated sample with

the following variables: (i) high temperature, observing in situ oil shale pyrolysis;

(ii) low temperature, replicating the generation of permafrost; (iii) high

pressure, to study the invasion of supercritical CO2 in deep aquifers; (iv) uniaxial

stress, to monitor the closure of a fracture filled with proppant, in shale;

(v) reactive flow, to observe the evolution of the hydraulic properties in a porous

rock subject to dissolution. For each of these examples, it is shown how dynamic

SXR-mCT was able to provide new answers to questions related to climate and

energy studies, highlighting the significant opportunities opened recently by

the technique.

1. Introduction

In the field of earth sciences, X-ray microtomography has

already proven to be an extremely useful technique due to its

ability to non-destructively characterize the microstructure

of a sample in three dimensions. X-ray microtomographic

experiments can be carried out using either conventional

laboratory-based sources (X-ray tubes) or synchrotron X-rays,

and, following the developments in the field, geoscientists

have utilized this technique to study a growing range of topics

[see, for example, Gualda et al. (2010) and Cnudde & Boone

(2013) for reviews]. With X-ray microtomography, the use

of synchrotron radiation presents some advantages when

compared with conventional X-ray tube sources; these

advantages generally include monochromaticity (avoiding

beam hardening artifacts), high spatial coherence (allowing

better phase-contrast imaging), and high X-ray flux at the

sample (allowing faster measurements). For these reasons

synchrotron X-ray micro-computed tomography (SXR-mCT)

has become a technique of choice for many geoscience

applications. One of the first topics related to geoscience to

take full advantage of the capabilities of synchrotron SXR-

mCT was fossil energy research, with specific emphasis on the
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reservoir rock characterization at the pore scale. Early

advances were assisted by such industry investments; Exxon

funded and operated, until its decommissioning, its own SXR-

mCT beamline (X2B) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

[see Dunsmuir et al. (2006) for fossil-fuel-related examples],

started to publish data in 1999, and published its first reservoir

rock characterization article the following year (Zhou et al.,

2000). At present, all of the current synchrotron light sources

capable of hard X-ray imaging are using SXR-mCT for earth-

sciences-related research. The most prominent example is the

GSECARS group at the Advanced Photon Source, which has

also pioneered the use of environmental cells for in situ

imaging (Rivers et al., 1999; Rivers & Wang, 2006; Yu et al.,

2016), with an emphasis on extreme temperature (T) and

pressure (P) measurements using the Paris–Edinburgh type of

cell (see also: Bromiley et al., 2009), similar in concept to those

used for neutron and X-ray diffraction experiments (Besson et

al., 1992; Le Godec et al., 2005). Other SXR-mCT synchrotron

beamlines currently work on a regular basis with geoscientist

users and developing their own in situ devices (e.g. Renard et

al., 2016); a partial list is given by Fusseis et al. (2014a).

Indeed, one of the main advantages of modern SXR-mCT

facilities is the use of hard X-rays and their ability to penetrate

and take advantage of environmental cells aimed at studying

samples under non-ambient conditions. The requirement of

both high-energy X-rays and a high photon flux is of para-

mount importance: environmental cells are usually highly

attenuating, and dynamic systems need to be measured rapidly

to avoid issues such as motion artefacts. For this reason

nowadays pink or (filtered) white beams are usually preferred

to monochromatic beams. Studies aimed at imaging rock

samples at the elevated pressures and temperatures encoun-

tered in subsurface reservoirs (e.g. oil reservoirs, CO2 geolo-

gical storage, etc.) have only been conducted during the last

few years, with the development of environmental fluid cells

specifically designed for SXR-mCTexperiments (Andrew et al.,

2013; Iglauer et al., 2013; Fusseis et al., 2014b). With the last

generation of upgrades at synchrotron X-ray imaging beam-

lines, a step further has been more frequently targeted: the

study of the dynamics of geological systems, thus adding a

fourth dimension to the data (e.g. Armstrong et al., 2014;

Kerkar et al., 2014; Andrew et al., 2013), with the last trend

being ultrafast SXR-mCT, implemented by taking advantage

of the high brilliance of specific beamlines such as ID15 at the

ESRF (Di Michiel et al., 2005) often combined with the latest

generation of CMOS detectors with local RAM storage to

address the bottleneck of data transfer speed (e.g. Berg et al.,

2013; Youssef et al., 2014). Four-dimensional (4D) SXR-mCT is

a rapidly developing field in general, and first publications

showing the time evolution of materials are starting to be

found in the literature [see, for example, Baker et al. (2012),

Landry et al. (2014) and Panahi et al. (2014) for experiments

related to earth sciences].

These newly developed experimental capabilities are

evidently opening new and important opportunities to study a

wide range of dynamic systems. The geoscience community is

starting to benefit from this with an ongoing effort to build

novel environmental cells fulfilling the specific requirements

in terms of temperature, flow, chemistry, pressure, etc. allowing

the field to tackle scientific questions on the broadest range of

topics. In this context, we are presenting a survey of examples

describing how in situ 4D SXR-mCT is currently being

developed by a joint effort of the 8.3.2 beamline of the

Advanced Light Source and the Earth and Environmental

Sciences Area of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

to help find answers in a diverse range of earth science fields.

In the context of in situ dynamic experiments aimed at

imaging dynamic systems, this work illustrates a series of

different dynamic SXR-mCT experiments related to climate

and fossil energy studies, all performed at beamline 8.3.2 of

the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory, USA (MacDowell et al., 2012). All the work has

been carried out by the authors and represents state-of-the-art

examples for that facility concerning dynamic X-ray imaging

in the field of earth sciences. For each of the five experiments

presented, targeting diverse geosciences-related topics, we will

observe the effect over time of five different parameters of the

examined dynamic systems. (i) High temperature, the pyrolysis

of an oil shale sample aimed at observing the evolution of the

porosity and the potential impact for oil extraction. (ii) Low

temperature, the evolution of the microstructure in permafrost

during freezing: are the current freezing models correct?

(iii) High pressure, how does the displacement of brine by

drainage of scCO2 proceed? Can it be predicted? (iv) Uniaxial

stress, which are the basic mechanisms involved in the closure

of fractures filled with proppant in shales? (v) Reactive

transport, how does the chemical dissolution of a rock affect its

hydraulic properties?

The aim of this article is to highlight the current flexibility

and the wide range of information 4D SXR-mCT can provide

to geoscientists, rather than to explain the experiments in

detail. It has been addressed by showing five very diverse

examples, tackling specific earth-sciences-related problems, all

performed by the authors at a single synchrotron imaging

beamline. For each example presented, we will first briefly

explain the context of the problem investigated, then we will

describe the SXR-mCT experimental approach and the results,

and finally we will summarize the unique kind of information

obtained from the specific experiment, coupled with some

sample-specific data analysis, showing the unique kind of

information obtained. This provides a both complete and

concise summary of some of the many new possibilities

opened by this technique and its potential impact in the close

future.

2. 4D SXR-mCT experiments and results

2.1. ) High temperature: pyrolysis of oil shale

Oil shales are an unconventional fossil fuel resource with

high potential importance, but because hydrocarbons are

tightly trapped their extraction is often difficult and often not

economically viable. One of the extraction methods proposed

is in situ subsurface pyrolysis, which converts kerogen to liquid
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or gas phases and thermomechanically fractures the shale

(Tiwari et al., 2013; Panahi et al., 2014) so they can be more

easily extracted. While bulk experiments have been carried

out for decades, the process at the micrometer scale is still

poorly understood, and a better knowledge of the different

mechanisms involved in the generation and migration of the

hydrocarbon could lead to better extraction procedures.

The environmental cell for the sample used for this

experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a) [described in detai by Bale et

al. (2013)], where a visual summary of the cells used for the

experiments presented in this work is shown. The sample is

mounted onto a vertical loading stage (capable of uniaxial

compression or extension) and surrounded by six halogen

lamps used as heating sources. A Green River oil shale (Utah)

sample (�6 mm cylinder, with the lamination planes roughly

vertical) is held in place with just enough stress to confine it

vertically. After taking a baseline image at room temperature,

the temperature was increased to 400�C and the evolution of

the sample was kept at constant temperature for 6 h, taking

measurements every 2 h to monitor the temporal variation of

the sample at constant temperature. The data were collected

using 28 keV monochromatic X-rays via a double multilayer

monochromator, with an exposure time of 450 ms for each of

the 2049 projections. Pixel size was 3.26 mm and the sample-to-

detector distance was �11 cm.

We present a visualization of the results in Fig. 2(a), with

volume renderings virtually cut to show the interior of the

sample at each time point. The images show that the majority

of the changes occur between the first two images, i.e. in the

first 2 h, with much more subtle changes taking place after-

wards. The most significant change in structure that can be

found from visual inspection is the swelling in some inclusions

due to the kerogen phase change and the generation of planar

micro-crack arrays. Digital slices through the image volumes

(Fig. 2b) make it clear that the fracturing is highly anisotropic:

the boundary of the sample evolved from a perfect circle to

an ellipse with the long axis perpendicular to the lamination

plane. Another prominently visible change shown in Fig. 2(a)

is the generation of an ‘S’ fold with the flex line roughly at the

center of the sample. This can be explained by the vertical

confinement of the sample: the sample expands both parallel

to and perpendicular to the sample, though the parallel

expansion is much larger; nevertheless, the extent of expan-
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Figure 1
Visual summary of the environmental cells used in this article. (a) The cell
used for high-temperature and uniaxial compression (halogen lamps
unmounted, to show the sample position). (b) Detail of the cooling cell,
with the copper cold finger below the PTFE tube containing the sample.
(c) The high-pressure cell mounted on the rotating stage at the beamline,
prior to mounting all the tubing system. (d) Detail of the sample, jacketed
with a heat-shrink tube, used for the flow experiment at low pressure.

Figure 2
(a) Heating sequence of the Green River oil shale sample. Volume
rendering with vertical cut. (b) Reconstructed slices from the baseline
and the last dataset after heating (t3) to show the expansion of the sample
and the development of the new voids. Gray-level histograms (normal-
ized) of the unheated and heated sample to show the variation of the
patterns due to the loss of oil + water. On the right, SVD pole figures
showing the evolution of the anisotropy of the voids are plotted.



sion along the laminations plane is still significant, especially

considering the length of the sample, therefore a microfold

was generated to accommodate this expansion.

A quantification of the evolution of the fracture anisotropy

is important, since fracture anisotropy is linked to both

hydrological changes [permeability, e.g. Sutton et al. (2004)] as

well as mechanical properties such as seismic wave velocities

(Voltolini et al., 2008), the latter of which affect the inter-

pretation of seismic surveys in the field (e.g. reservoir moni-

toring). To quantify this property, we performed a star volume

density (SVD) analysis (Ketcham, 2005) and plotted the pole

figures (PFs) derived from the orientation density function

obtained from the SVD data (Voltolini et al., 2011) relative to

the anisotropy of the porosity. The top SVD PF in Fig. 2(b)

(right panel) shows that the few voids that are resolved in the

untreated sample are slightly anisotropic and roughly parallel

to the lamination plane. After pyrolysis [6 h, sample ‘t3’,

bottom right panel in Fig. 2(b)] the SVD plot shows that the

anisotropy is enhanced because of the development of the

newly formed lens-shaped voids (fractures), again parallel to

the lamination. This evolution should have a significant impact

in the mechanical and flow properties of the material with

subsequent effect on understanding the hydrocarbon extrac-

tion mechanisms.

The bottom left panel in Fig. 2(b) shows a histogram

analysis, based on the X-ray attenuation, of these two datasets.

The voxel values in the images correspond to X-ray attenua-

tion coefficients of the sample, which are determined by a

combination of the chemical composition in a given voxel and

the physical density of the material in that voxel. Tracking

changes in the histograms of the voxel values between images

can give a quantitative measure of the sample changes, taking

account of features below the resolution (partial volume

effects). Since we can safely assume that the solid phase

(quartz, calcite, feldspars, pyrite, clays, etc.) has constant X-ray

attenuation properties, changes in voxel values would be

proportional to the amount of hydrocarbons and water

expelled. In practice, histogram analysis is complicated by

problems including image artifacts and phase-contrast

contributions, sub-resolution structures and changes in

attenuation of the solid phase, for example due to collapse

after water loss or crystal structure shrinkage (Bray et al., 1998;

Ferrage et al., 2007), but semi-quantitative results can still

be achieved. In Fig. 2(b) the histogram (calibrated to air

attenuation) is shown for the same slice of the sample before

and after pyrolysis, along with a plot of the difference between

them. The main peak (corresponding to attenuation values of

clay + quartz + feldspars) does not shift, but the peak becomes

sharper and the asymmetry present on the right side in the

sample before heating almost disappears. In the reacted

sample a new peak at lower attenuation values is present.

These changes can be related to the loss of water and

hydrocarbon from the solid phase, and the creation of new

voids, making this analysis a useful tool for tracking the

evolution of the system despite the presence of sub-resolution

features which are especially important in shales and clay-

bearing materials.

While an average analysis, as provided by the global

grayscale histogram, is useful, to be able to understand where

in the sample this density loss has occurred provides important

hints about the localization of recoverable hydrocarbons,

highlighting features such as heterogeneities. A simple image

subtraction does not work because of the different shape of

the sample before and after the reaction, therefore a more

complex procedure is needed. To be able to calculate the

difference of the material before and after reaction, besides

operating an image registration of two equivalent slices, we

need to ‘close’ the voids generated by the pyrolysis. This

‘shrinkage’ has been accomplished on the reconstructed slice

using a combination of a digital image correlation (DIC)

script, derived from Eberl et al. (2006), used to track the

movement of the voxels sample, combined with bUnwarpJ

(Arganda-Carreras et al., 2008), used to shrink the sample in

the original circular shape. A 5 pixel-radius median filter was

applied (to both reacted and unreacted slices) to eliminate the

noise due especially to the bright pyrite spots, which were not

perfectly constant in the two slices. Given the approach used,

the resolution of this analysis resulted in reduced resolution

compared with the original images, and averaging over

25 voxel was needed. Nevertheless, a useful map shows, in a

semi-quantitative fashion, where the volatile compounds that

have been expelled can be obtained (see Fig. 3). The map

obtained shows that there are in fact laminations (in red)

where the largest difference is concentrated.

2.2. Low temperature: distribution of brine during
permafrost generation by freezing

Permafrost degradation has a significant impact on green-

house gas fluxes (Koven et al., 2011), and the understanding of

permafrost under climate change warming scenarios will likely

have an impact on warming trajectories. Seismic techniques

are a proposed monitoring tool, and permafrost micro-

structure has a large impact on the interpretation and

modeling of seismic data, especially during the freezing stage,

since ice distribution exerts a dominant control on the rela-

tionship between mechanical properties and ice content (e.g.

Dou et al., 2016, 2017). Applying standard models to freezing

curves from experiments where measured ultrasonic p-wave

velocities during freezing of a sand + brine (2.5 M NaCl)

mixture in a cylindrical vessel highlights the inadequacy of

these models, as shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows the data,

along with plots of the expected results, for four standard

models: (i) ice nucleation at grain contacts (leading to strong

cementation of the system even during early stages of crys-

tallization); (ii) uniform coating of grains, with ice depositing

in layers (eventually cementing the system); (iii) ice patches

form, similar to grains (leading to weaker cementation);

(iv) ice nucleation in the center of the largest pores

(expanding to cement some parts of the sample).

To better understand the real microstructure, we decided

to pursue an in situ freezing experiment with SXR-mCT to

precisely monitor how ice develops in a loose sand pack

immersed in brine. The experiment consisted of the genera-
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tion of a�3 mm permafrost sample in situ at the beamline. We

used a low-temperature cell (Fig. 1b) consisting of a Peltier

stage able to reach �14�C, with the freezing front propagating

from the copper cold finger at the base of the sample. The

sample is enclosed in a PTFE tube surrounded by a double-

walled PVC cap acting as an insulator. Data were collected

using 25 keV monochromatic X-rays, with an exposure time of

550 ms for each of the 1441 projections. Pixel size was 3.44 mm

and the sample-to-detector distance was �5 cm. A 1.5 M KI

brine was used both as a contrast agent and to reach a realistic

salinity level. Fig. 5(a) shows the sequence of images collected

as the sample is frozen, progressively lowering the tempera-

ture (the freezing front advances from the bottom, where the

end of the cold finger is located). The resulting microstructure

is very complex, with acicular and lath-shaped ice crystals

growing from the freezing front in a roughly vertical direction.

In Fig. 5(b) a horizontal slice of the sample at �14�C shows in

detail the extreme complexity of the microstructure generated

by the freezing process, with the brine film between ice crys-

tals, and on the surface of sand grains visually enhanced by the

phase contrast effect. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b), anisotropic

ice needles with brine-filled inter-crystal spaces form, aligned

with the vertical temperature gradient. Salinity gradients are

present, especially close to the freezing front, and the brine, as

expected, becomes more and more concentrated in KI with

the progression of ice crystallization (the X-ray attenuation of

the fluid clearly increases). Residual brine is trapped at ice

crystal interfaces and at the sides of the grains facing the

freezing front, forming a brine layer on the lower portion of

the sand grains, while ice crystals grow upwards from the side

of the sand grain opposite to the freezing front. This leads to a

sort of trailing effect, with the ‘trails’ of residual brine starting
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Figure 4
Ultrasonic p-wave velocities measurement in a freezing experiment of a sand + brine mixture. The calculated wave velocities using the four classic
models for the system microstructure are also plotted to highlight the inadequacy of the models to describe the system. On the right, a simulation of the
ice distribution (blue) in a real sand pack dataset with a freezing front from the bottom has been calculated to highlight the difference with the real data,
presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 3
Slices showing the local analysis of density loss. At the top, the sample
before and after pyrolysis (after 12 h) is shown (single slice). At the
bottom, the slice after pyrolysis with the voids closed via software and a
difference image showing where the loss in density happened are shown,
highlighting the layers richer in mobilizable oil; red indicates a greatest
density loss.



from the equator of the grains and widening upwards. The

growth of the ice crystals pushes the grains (and the residual

brine) upwards and increases the separation between the

grains, decreasing the number of grain contacts, a fact that

would dramatically impact seismic properties of the material

under low stress conditions.

This experiment shows how the commonly used models are

very far from what it is observable experimentally, and new

and more complex models are needed in order to correctly

calculate seismic wave velocities in a freezing sand pack. The

experiments also highlight how, from observations at the

micrometer scale, 4D SXR-mCT can yield important infor-

mation required to understand processes with regional scale

consequences.

2.3. High pressure: drainage of CO2 at reservoir conditions

In the last decade, the scientific community has made a

significant effort to investigate geological CO2 sequestration

(GCS) (e.g. Herzog, 2001; Metz et al., 2005). SXR-mCT has

proven extremely useful for related investigations at the pore

scale (e.g. Silin et al., 2011), but in situ experiments require

cells that allow the observation of the sample at the proper P/

T conditions of the targeted reservoir rocks. We developed the

tri-axial cell shown in Fig. 1(c), which is able to reach reser-

voir-like pressures (with a limited range of controlled

temperatures), up to�3250 psi (�22.4 MPa), with a system of

syringe pumps allowing the regulation of flow, pore pressure

and confining pressure, required to study phenomena such as

CO2 invasion, imbibition, etc. and multiphase/reactive trans-

port more in general.

Here we review an experiment presented in detail by

Voltolini et al. (2017) in which we monitor the invasion of

supercritical CO2 (scCO2) in a Domengine sandstone sample

under realistic reservoir conditions: 50�C, 1550 psi (10.7 MPa)

of confining pressure and 1225 psi (8.4 MPa) of pore pressure.

Data were collected using filter-hardened white X-rays, with

an exposure time of 80 ms for each of the 1441 projections and

with a pixel size of 4.44 mm. When using more attenuating

systems, such as the one presented here, where the X-ray

beam needs to go through the outer aluminium alloy shell, the

water in the confining pressure annulus, and the jacket of the

sample, before finally reaching the sample itself, the X-ray flux

in monochromatic mode at the required energy is too low to

obtain adequately short exposure for dynamic studies. In

Fig. 6(a) a sequence of two-dimensional projections showing

the invasion (from the top) of the scCO2 in the sandstone pore

space is presented. For this experiment the main interest was

mapping the distribution of scCO2 to find its relationship with

the microstructure of the host rock and to understand how the

topology of the pore space influences the distribution of the

scCO2. If a clear relationship was found, then a predictive

model can be built. The measurement to modeling tool chain

used to analyze the recovered volume is explained by Voltolini

et al. (2017). The model was based on the calculated local

thickness value (Dougherty & Kunzelmann, 2007), coupled

with a connected component labeling procedure (Hu et al.,

2005) that mimics the drainage of a perfectly non-wetting

fluid, given the geometry of the inlet and proper boundary

conditions. Fig. 6(b) shows the projection calculated based on

our model, equivalent to the measured one: the similarity is

evident. On the right side of Fig. 6(b) the volume rendering of

a vertical slice from the measured dataset with the two

different fluids highlighted is shown; below, the same volume

with the calculated distribution (calculated from the ‘dry’

baseline dataset) is shown. The similarity of the measured and

calculated distributions is striking and even the details at the

single pore scale seem to be correctly replicated. From this
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Figure 5
(a) Sequence of renderings (vertical cut) from the freezing experiment. It is possible to appreciate the growth of ice from the bottom of the sample
(freezing front) and the residual brine trapped at the ice crystal boundaries. The brine facing the freezing front also increases in salinity (increase in
X-ray attenuation! higher gray value) while the freezing proceeds. (b) Reconstructed slice of the sample at�14�C, close to the bottom of the sample. It
is possible to appreciate the complexity of the pattern of residual brine generated by the crystallization of the ice needles and platelets. A film of residual
brine surrounding the lower part of the sand grains is also visible.



example we can see how a dynamic SXR-mCT experiment

opens new opportunities to both develop and validate models.

The resulting software tool provides a validated approach to

predicting the distribution of scCO2 during drainage in porous

media, requiring only a dry XR-mCT dataset of a reservoir

sandstone.

2.4. Uniaxial stress: closing a fracture filled with proppant
in a shale

The current technique of choice to exploit gas shales is

hydraulic fracturing, where pressurized fluids are used to

fracture the reservoir rock and proppant material is injected

into the fractures to aid gas recovery by preventing their

closure (Curtis, 2002). Understanding the mechanisms

involved in the closure of fractures and the role of different

proppants at the micro-scale could lead, for example, to

improved proppant mixtures, but literature studies on this

topic have usually been either theoretical (Phatak et al., 2013)

or empirical, generally tackling the problem at the field scale

(Barree et al., 2002). Gradual reductions in fracture produc-

tivity have been hypothesized to be caused by some mixture

of proppant embedment, proppant redistribution, proppant

fracturing, fines migration and near-fracture transport limita-

tions. Little is known about the importance of these processes

at the pore scale where observations are generally difficult.

A �6 mm core of Mancos shale, with the lamination plane

roughly horizontal, was mounted in the environmental cell

(Fig. 1a) and glued to the two endcaps. The sample was frac-

tured under tension along a lamination layer, simulating the

fracturing process, and the fracture was filled with the prop-

pant mixture (sand and guar gel). Then a load was progres-

sively applied from the top piston to induce the closure of the

fracture. Data were collected using 30 keV monochromatic

X-rays, with an exposure time of 310 ms for each of the 1801

projections. Pixel size was 1.8 mm and the sample-to-detector

distance was �12 cm. Fig. 7(a) displays a sequence of volume

renderings of the sample (with a vertical digital cut) during the

loading process, showing the evolution of the sample during

the closure of the fracture. It is clear from these images that,

during compression, the quartz grains trigger the generation of

new cracks, spalling the sample where the tips are in contact

with the shale; additionally, the grains themselves are subject

to a surprisingly early failure, an undesired behavior for

practical applications where fines generated by proppant

failure might occlude the fracture at downstream locations.

The cell can record the pressure applied to the vertical piston,

and a linear variable differential transducer can record the

vertical displacement: in Fig. 7(b) we plot the load and vertical

displacement during the experiment, with labels corre-

sponding to the frame number of the images in Fig. 7(a). The

plot displays the vertical stress and displacement versus time,

following the experiment at the beamline.

We used a DIC approach (Eberl et al., 2006) to quantify

local strain variations in the sample over time, as shown in

Fig. 8. The top panel shows one vertical digital slice of the

sample at time frames #3 to #5, while the bottom panel shows

the results of horizontal and vertical DIC analysis for images

#3 and #4. In the vertical DIC, the top mobile core section is

shown to be descending as expected, as highlighted by the

color scale representing the displacement. A weaker vertical

displacement feature, emanating upwards from the upper tip

of the largest sand grain (see arrow in figure), is also visible.

This is likely due to a stress accumulation in that part of the

sample, generated by the sharp corner of the proppant grain.

The horizontal DIC shows smaller displacements, and can

detect the breakage of a chip from the sand grain, given its

lateral movement. Again a localized strain feature is visible in
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Figure 6
(a) Sequence of projections showing the invasion process (from the top) of scCO2 displacing the brine. (b) The equivalent projection calculated from the
model (left). Selected subvolumes displaying 3D details of the distribution of the fluids (cyan: brine; yellow: scCO2) in both the measured and calculated
datasets to show the accuracy of the model at the single pore scale.



the horizontal DIC map above the grain corner before failure.

Fig. 8, panel #5 (top), shows the location of the shale failure

close to the DIC observed micro-strain features at previous

time points. This demonstrates the ability of DIC-based

approaches to provide local strain information, which can also

be predictive of later stage failure.

From this dynamic SXR-mCT experiment we have been

able to observe and quantify some important mechanisms

occurring at the micrometer scale which can potentially have

an impact on the development of new gas and oil shale

exploitation strategies, via, for example, the development of

more resistant and less fracture-inducing proppants.

2.5. Chemical dissolution: aqueous CO2-induced limestone
dissolution

Some reservoir rocks targeted for GCS chemically react

with aqueous CO2, which can, to an extent, be a desirable

behavior when, for example, CO2 reacts to form carbonates

in a mineral trapping (Giammar et al., 2005), or enhanced oil

recovery (Blunt et al., 1993) scenarios.

We designed an experiment to match

the situation of a saturated CO2

aqueous solution flowing in a low-

pressure reservoir, simulating a very

shallow aquifer, a possible context of a

zone close to the injection well in

proximity to the surface. We chose a

sample of Bedford limestone (Indiana,

USA), a complex biogenic limestone

with significant recrystallization history

and many convoluted microstructures

mimicking the old fine structures of the

foraminifera, bryozoa, etc. fragments

comprising most of the rock sample.

The sample was cut as a �8.6 �

7.7 mm cylinder (fully imaged in the

experiment) and jacketed with a heat-

shrink sleeve including two stainless

steel threaded-end couplings (Fig. 1d).

An aqueous solution, pre-saturated

with CO2, was flowed through the

sample (top to bottom) at a rate of

0.2 ml min�1, with a fluid pressure of

�11 psi (76 kPa). A total of ten

tomographic datasets were collected in

4 h increments under these conditions.
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Figure 8
Digital image correlation (DIC) applied to a vertical section of the sample showing the role of a
proppant sand grain in starting a crack. From this example it is also possible to see the potential of
DIC as a predictive tool for the development of cracks.

Figure 7
(a) Volume rendering of the propped fractured Mancos shale sample during closure (vertical cut). (b) The corresponding uniaxial stress + vertical
displacement versus time of the experiment at the various steps (see numbering).



Data were collected using filter-hardened white X-rays, with

an exposure time of 80 ms for each of the 1441 projections. A

pixel size of 4.44 mm was utilized and the sample-to-detector

distance was �5 cm. A vertical cutout of the sample is

visualized in the renderings in Fig. 9. The sequence shows that

the dissolution starts close to the inlet (top of the sample)

where small, isolated, features dissolve first, and that over time

a preferential path of dissolution becomes more apparent

(Fredd & Fogler, 1998; Maheshwari et al., 2013) as the disso-

lution proceeds, similarly to the experiment of Menke et al.

(2016).

With the evolution of the porosity in the sample, the entry

pressure for a non-wetting fluid, such as scCO2, would change

significantly. Changes in entry pressure would make drainage

processes easier, and the migration of the non-wetting fluid

would be facilitated. Having a series of ten tomographic

volumes available for data processing, we can apply the model

we used in the Domengine sandstone example described in the

example #3 of this article to calculate a capillary pressure

curve for each volume of the series. This would simulate a

scCO2 drainage process under deeper reservoir conditions of

a sample with evolving porosity by dissolution: a digital rock

physics approach enabled by our measurement. The result of

this operation becomes a capillary pressure 3D surface,

instead of the experimental curves commonly measured in

specific experiments, with a time versus throat diameter

threshold versus invaded volume parametrization (plotted in

Fig. 10). Since this plot only contains geometrical terms, it

could be properly rescaled for different systems (e.g. scCO2

drainage, mercury intrusion porosimetry, etc.) translating the

throat size to capillary pressure. The dotted black line in the

figure is the limit for scCO2 under the reservoir conditions

used in the high-pressure scCO2 Domenegine experiment

described above, showing that under those conditions the

unreacted limestone sample would not have been invaded by

the scCO2 (at the right side, i.e. the unreacted sample, is below

the entry pressure value) whereas after the evolution of the

pore space due to the dissolution, up to 9% (at the end of the

experiment) of the total volume could be invaded by scCO2.

The orange dotted line in Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the

entry pressure, significantly decreasing with the increase in

porosity. The 3D plot in the figure has been obtained by

calculating �1000 full volumes (�1.5 TB of data) of the

invading fluid: a volume for each point in the capillary pres-

sure surface. Three of these volumes (superimposed to a

cutout volume rendering of the actual sample) are shown in

Fig. 10 to visualize how the calculated invading fluid volume

(rendered in yellow) looks in context.

This last example highlights how SXR-mCT is an extremely

suitable technique to follow reactive systems in real time. The

datasets generated, besides giving quantitative information

about the evolving system, such as porosity increase etc.,

are especially important from a modeling perspective and can

also lead to information that is impossible to be measured

via experimental techniques, such as the capillary-pressure

surface shown. This also emphasizes again how the synergy of

dynamic tomographic techniques and modeling is an approach

that is rapidly growing in many research fields, with the

specific case of digital rock physics in earth sciences.

3. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented a review of five different 4D SXR-mCT

experiments, performed at the 8.3.2 beamline at the ALS,

related to climate change and fossil fuel topics to show their

importance as a tool in the field of earth sciences. Recent

developments in instrumentation allow these kinds of

experiments; future improvements in the endstation design
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Figure 9
Vertical cut of renderings showing the development of the Bedford limestone sample during dissolution. Each step corresponds to 4 h of reaction in a
CO2-saturated low-pressure aqueous solution.



and environmental cells will likely increase the popularity of

such studies. Concerning 4D SXR imaging, there are a variety

of different areas where advances are likely to occur as

follows.

3.1. Storage ring and beamline optics

With the design of new lattices for storage rings, using new

generation insertion devices, the brilliance and coherence of

the X-ray beam will be significantly increased. The higher

photon flux at the sample will allow faster data collection,

clearly a key parameter in dynamic imaging experiments. The

higher flux will also make less conventional tomographic

techniques such as pencil beam X-ray diffraction tomography

(XRD-CT) and micro-X-ray fluorescence tomography

(�XRF-CT) more appealing with faster data collection times

available for time-resolved measurements in evolving systems;

the first example of pencil beam dynamic XRD-CT imaging,

following cement hydration, can be found by Voltolini et al.

(2013) and clearly shows some of its current limitations. The

higher spatial coherence of the X-ray beam will also push

the development of techniques more related to diffractive

imaging. Lattice upgrades moving towards this direction are

planned in the few next years at several light sources, e.g. ALS

(ALS-U; see Tarawneh et al., 2014) and ESRF (Upgrade

Phase II, 2015–2019; Revol et al., 2014).

The improvements on the detec-

tors side also play a key role in

increasing the data quality but

especially the acquisition speed. The

high intensity of the synchrotron

X-rays, coupled with faster sensors,

embedded memory and faster data

transfer, now allows monitoring in

4D of very fast processes such as the

development of gas in synthetic lava

samples (Baker et al., 2012) or

Haines jumps during multiphase

flow in a sandstone sample (Berg et

al., 2013).

3.2. Sample environmental
chambers

Sample environmental chambers

are critical to the fourth dimension

in dynamic SXR-mCT experiments

since they control the parameter

(e.g. temperature) that induces

changes in the sample. With the

increase in data collection speed, the

engineering of new environmental

sample chambers becomes a crucial

asset for beamlines and opens new

challenges and opportunities for

users. Both synchrotron imaging

beamlines and conventional X-ray

scanner vendors are exploring this path, with commercial

environmental chambers becoming increasingly available

worldwide. It is easy to foresee that in the future better

chambers will be available to the users, with the two main

paths being pursued being as follows. (i) More extreme

conditions, for example in terms of P and T, such as improved

Paris–Edinburgh cells (Bromiley et al., 2009; Álvarez-Murga et

al., 2011) or panoramic diamond anvil cells used for SXR

diffraction (Mao et al., 2001) optimized for SXR-mCT.

(ii) More parameters combined in the same chamber, for

example the cell developed at the ALS shown in the present

work, where combinations of tension, compression, controlled

chemical environment (gas) and heating can be used in a

single data collection run. In the field of earth sciences the

ability to combine multiple parameters opens new opportu-

nities for studies of complex mechanisms, such as rock

deformation studies under non-ambient conditions, with

implications in rock mechanics in general, volcanology,

structural geology or even planetary science.

3.3. Software

There are a number of new developments in this fast-

evolving area.

(i) Development of novel reconstruction algorithms and

strategies. As of today, the common procedure for a SXR-mCT

experiment is to apply a filtered backprojection algorithm to
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Figure 10
Modeled capillary pressure plot (surface) showing the changes of the system with the reaction. The
entry pressure changes markedly with the evolution of the pore space. Each point in the surface
corresponds to a calculated volume with the invasion of the non-wetting fluid; three volumes,
superimposed with a cut rendering of the real sample, are shown. On the x axis there is the dissolution
extent, i.e. the increase in porosity due to the dissolution. The y axis corresponds to the throat diameter
threshold used in the invasion model, which is inversely proportional to the capillary pressure



the (flat-field-corrected) projections collected over a 180�

rotation in equal angular increments. Different algorithms

for the volume reconstructions from projections have been

developed in the past, but are still very rarely used with

conventional SXR-mCT, mainly because of their intensive

CPU requirements. They are, however, often used with other

tomographic techniques (electron tomography, positron

emission tomography, XRD-CT, mXRF-CT, etc.). Examples

include the algebraic reconstruction technique (Gordon et al.,

1970), the simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique

(Andersen & Kak, 1984), the simultaneous iterative recon-

struction technique (Gilbert, 1972) and maximum likelihood

expectation maximization (Lange et al., 1987). New recon-

struction techniques more oriented towards XR-CT allowing

for faster and better quality results are currently being

developed, and different concepts are applied, such as model-

based iterative reconstruction procedures (Mohan et al., 2014),

or procedures aimed at the super-resolution (Miao et al.,

2005).

(ii) Morphometric analysis of the data. The quantification

of the microstructural features in XR-CT datasets requires

specific software for 3D datasets manipulation and analysis.

Different commercial packages are available (e.g. Avizo1;

Visualization Science Group, Burlington, MA, USA), but

specific packages are also being developed directly at SXR

imaging beamlines [e.g. iMorph, developed at the ESRF (Brun

& Camille, 2009); Pore3D at SYRMEP at the Elettra

synchrotron (Brun et al., 2010)]. Extremely powerful generic

image processing packages also exist, such as the DIPimage

and DIPlib libraries for Matlab1 (Hendriks et al., 1999) or Fiji

(Schindelin et al., 2012). The need for more tomography-

specific image processing tools is growing, and new approa-

ches based on machine-learning concepts such as computer

vision are starting to be developed (Chauhan et al., 2016).

(iii) Modeling. Often the modeler has no realistic starting

point, or results, to validate a model. This often leads to

oversimplifications which could lead to incorrect results. A

clear example of the issues caused by oversimplification in

describing microstructures in models has also been shown in

our permafrost experiment. 4D SXR-mCT is the most useful

when used both to provide a starting point for the model and

to act as a validation for the model itself, as we have clearly

shown in the example of the scCO2, drainage in a sandstone,

where the baseline dataset was used as a starting point for the

model and the real data of the scCO2 used to check the

similarity of the calculated and measured distributions of the

fluids. In this scenario, synergistic collaboration of X-ray

imaging experimentalists and modelers are becoming a

fundamental asset for research groups to build generalized

predictive tools.

All of the three points above can require some substantial

computational power. The increasing availability of facilities

able to perform highly demanding computational processes

will take full advantage of the software improvements. Many

SXR-mCT beamlines are routinely using off-site super-

computing facilities for a close-to-real-time 3D reconstruction

of the datasets collected at the beamline, with the current

preferred method being based on gridrec (Dowd et al., 1999)

and implemented at different X-ray tomography synchrotron

beamlines (e.g. Marone et al., 2010; Gürsoy et al., 2014;

Parkinson et al., 2016). Of course, scientists carrying out data

analysis and modeling are also starting to take advantage of

large computational facilities, as the datasets are becoming

larger and larger, and the models increasingly complex as well.

As demonstrated through a survey of examples from just

a single beamline equipped for dynamic X-ray imaging, the

new opportunities opened by 4D SXR-mCT are remarkable.

SXR-mCT in earth sciences will grow in importance, with

improvements at synchrotron light source facilities, new data

analysis software development and the collaboration between

experimentalists and modelers; we hope this combination will

foster the development of solutions for existing challenges in

the geosciences, including climate change mitigation and more

efficient energy production.
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